
Random walk- 
Random walk is the process wherein a “walker” chooses a random direction every step to move 
in. 
We have depicted diffusion of ink in water and colony of ants searching for food using random 
walk in python 
 
Random Walk in 1-D figures- 

 
As shown above, the walker moves randomly along only one axis, moving straight forward along 
the other axis for graphical representation purposes.The above graphs represent one dimensional 
random walks for 100,200, 500 and 1000 steps respectively. 
 
Random walk in 2-D-  
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PmvjdrFY_j4ZgU_Z5SF8XcjbI
R1ktRf5/view?usp=sharing 
The above movie shows a random walk of 1000 steps in two dimensions, i.e, along the X and Y 
axes. 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PmvjdrFY_j4ZgU_Z5SF8XcjbIR1ktRf5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PmvjdrFY_j4ZgU_Z5SF8XcjbIR1ktRf5/view?usp=sharing


 
 
 
Diffusion- 
Diffusion is the process of movement of a number of particles from a point of higher 
concentration to a point of lower concentration. This could be represented in python (in this case, 
in a 2D layout) by programming a number of random walkers (chosen to be 100 in this case) that 
begin walking at the same time from a central point, gradually spreading.

 
On a 50 x 50 axis, the above graphs show the dispersion of the 100 random walkers away from 
the origin point of 0,0 after 50, 100, 250 and 500 steps. 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vTGa8ZnRhyNuubxhVzyu8jK
DSczr0cR9/view?usp=sharing 
The above movie shows a timelapse of the process of diffusion on a 2D scale on a 100 x 100 axis 
for a 1000 steps. 
The  
 
RANDOM WALK IN 2-D OF ANTS 
If an ant is placed at one corner of a carrom board of size 10 x 10 units, and placed on the 
opposite end of the board is some food, the ant will move around the board until it reaches this 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vTGa8ZnRhyNuubxhVzyu8jKDSczr0cR9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vTGa8ZnRhyNuubxhVzyu8jKDSczr0cR9/view?usp=sharing


food. In doing so, it leaves behind a trail of pheromones which will influence the behaviour of 
the next ant to follow its path. Over time, as more ants travel along the board and leave more 
pheromones, the path becomes more refined, gradually forming one particualr route. However, 
one can observe how the path diverges sometimes due to the evaporation of pheromones as time 
passes.  
The below is a representation of the paths taken by the first, 100th, 200th, 300th ant and so on 
until the 1000th ant. 

 
                  1st ant                                       100th ant   

 
                 200th ant                                     300th ant  
 

 
                  300th ant                                     400th ant  



 
                  500th ant                                   600th ant  

 
                  700th ant                                    800th ant  

 
                  900th ant                                   1000th ant  
 
This was represented in Python by first defining grids and then  using “if” statements to limit the 
boundaries of which the ant can move in. With the movement of an ant at each point, the 
pheromone value updates by 1. The probability of moving to each block in 4 directions is set, 
and this plays into the random choice of direction made by the ant. Finally, a pattern in the paths 
of the ants starts appearing, which seems to be the most straightforward version of the path of the 
first ant.  



https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PnnLE-xju8BQQh39BmvFerL
3sFNhqh3r/view?usp=sharing 
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